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DOWN
1. Washington provided for indigent child (4) 
3. Leia entwined pieces of gut (4)
4. Upset officeholders with very loud nasal sound (5)     
5. Hack in through the phone lines to nail spy (4)  
6. Small wood frame to hold glass panes (4)
9. Speaker’s salary thus is 100 centavos (4)
12. Crazy, but 
   wicked cool (4)
13. Pictures of Ham-
   ilton essentially 
   get stretched (5)
14. Marines had 
   mentioned string 
   (4)
15. Gangsters finally 
   say a whale's first 
   name? (4) 
16. Regret embracing 
   old libertine (4)
17. Someone like 
   Othello is secure 
   (4)

ACROSS
1. Ancestry of Alien alien, e.g. (7)
6. One approving remark by a German and by a
   Greek hero (4)
8. Pals destroyed mountains (4)
10. Birds hidden in part in a mousehole (8)
11. Translated Gael or Frenchman’s word for 
   “the same” (4)
12. Capt.’s underling described in odd letters 
   from camp dork (4, abbr.)
13. One who helps burro start to talk (4, abbr.)
15. Word between “novus” and “seclorum” or 
   “deuterium” and “oxygen” (4)
18. Wayward ladies at Mork’s home seize 
   money (8)
19. At last, see pale actor McGregor (4)
20. Before English beer is protected (4)
21. A hair product is ultimately eternal (7)

DOWN
1. Recently decapitated group of candidates (4)
2. Grandmother chewed naan (4)
3. Glorify alien that eats a So Cal airport up (5)
4. Seize love out of darkness (4)
5. Russ destroyed a twentieth-century Eurasian
   realm (4, abbr.)
7 & 9. See instructions
12. The French stone almost turned pink (5)
13. Encourage a wager (4)
14. Hitch Shane’s biggest horse (4)
16. Deer accepts little part in a play (4)
17. Hug Mr. Nessman from WKRP in Cincinnati
   and Cheers (4) 

ACROSS
2. Words of contempt initially tarnish one’s celebrations (7)
7. Can containing large piece of an automobile (4)
8. A goat-hooved god goes around a vine-filled valley (4)
10. He's holding 59 empty twisty shapes (7)
11. Sent back 50% when having to sort flounder, sole, etc. (8)
14. Are the result of force Mom manipulated (4 4)
18. Told wooden-limbed one to pay tribute to hoofer Donald (1'6) 
19. Steals from actors Lowe and Reiner (4)
20. Outspoken actor Law must pay for fighting discipline (4)
21. Not putting out liquid like pink lemonade spiked with booze 
   (3-4)

In these days of multimedia, any production has to have multiple
components. This page, by itself, contains two ordinary cryptic 
crosswords. But there’s also a CD-ROM version, which goes
further. Specifically, when you have solved both cryptics, black 
out all the letters of CD-ROM wherever they appear in the grids.
This will present an additional solving challenge; after you solve
it, the unclued entries at 7 and 9 in the second grid will tell you
what it was.    
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